Transcription factors (TFs) play a crucial role in gene regulation, and providing structured and curated information about them is important for genome biology. Manual curation of TF related data is time-consuming and always lags behind the actual knowledge available in the biomedical literature. Here we present a machine-learning text mining approach for identification and tagging of protein mentions that play a TF role in a given context to support the curation process. More precisely, the method explicitly identifies those protein mentions in text that refer to their potential TF functions. The prediction features are engineered from the results of shallow parsing and domain-specific processing (recognition of relevant appearing in phrases) and a phrase-based Conditional Random Fields (CRF) model is used to capture the content and context information of candidate entities. The proposed approach for the identification of TF mentions has been tested on a set of evidence sentences from the TRANSFAC and FlyTF databases. It achieved an F-measure of around 51.5% with a precision of 62.5% using 5-fold cross-validation evaluation. The experimental results suggest that the phrase-based CRF model benefits from the flexibility to use correlated domain-specific features that describe the dependencies between TFs and other entities. To the best of our knowledge, this work is one of the first attempts to apply text-mining techniques to the task of assigning semantic roles to protein mentions.
Introduction
Transcription factors (TFs) are proteins that regulate recruitment of RNA polymerase and initiation of transcription [1] , thereby playing a crucial role in regulating gene expression and influencing almost all biological processes in an organism. Because TFs play specific roles in gene expression, they are restricted to specific sub-cellular compartments (i.e. the nucleus), have specific protein structures (e.g. DNA binding domains) and specific functions (activating expression of target genes). These features of TF biology are of critical importance to researchers working on gene expression; yet, the majority of facts about TFs mainly exist in diverse, unstructured formats in the biomedical literature.
There are a number of databases that contain manually-curated data on TFs, such as TRANSFAC [2, 3] , FlyTF [4] , PAZAR [5] , RegulonDB [6] , and ORegAnno [7, 8] , which store information on TFs in structured formats (including normalised TF and target gene names, DNA binding sites, experimental evidence of interactions, literature references etc.). As with all manual curation tasks, provision of such information is time-consuming and always lags behind the actual knowledge available in the biomedical literature. Recently, the regulatory bioinformatics community has initiated joint efforts to increase the number of curators and coverage of structured TF information by organising a community-driven curation process [7, 8] . However, the curation process for each individual curator is only beginning to change. Recent efforts have developed information retrieval and filtering approaches to create a queue of articles to curate [8] and information extraction approaches to identify and map putative TF binding sites [9] . Despite this progress, methods for the identification of TF mentions and textual passages that would support the curation process (or at least improve the ordering within the curation queue ) have not yet been implemented.
In this paper we present an approach for the identification of TF mentions in documents, which can be consequently used to support TF curation tasks. We build the method on top of a TF sentence recogniser developed earlier, which detects sentences likely to contain information relevant to TF biology [10] . Our formulation of the task is to identify proteins that have a special function in a given context, as opposed to the general protein-protein interaction (PPI) recognition task, which identifies (and potentially characterises) interactions between genes. More precisely, we are focused on a specific role of transcription regulation of a target gene that a protein mention plays in a given context. Consequently, we have construed the task as a text-tagging problem that assigns TF tags to protein mentions.
Biomedical text mining research has focused on techniques that allow for automatic extraction of individual entities of a particular class (e.g. protein/gene names [11] , chemical entities [12] , drugs [13] , tissues [14] , etc.) and specific relations among them (e.g. PPI [15, 16] , molecular pathways [17] , etc.). Most of approaches (in particular statistical and machine learning methods) assume that occurrences of entities are independent and typically treat each identification/tagging task in isolation. However, in many cases, considering relations between different entities taking part in a biological function or process could potentially improve overall mining accuracy. If a context surrounding an entity mention is associated with a particular (biological) property and is indicative of a function or role, then this should also influence tagging/recognition of occurrences or roles of other (related) entities in a given context. For instance, in the TF identification task studied here, gene regulation involves interactions and relations between target genes, transcription factors (proteins) and other biological entities (e.g. DNA-binding sites), as modelled for example by the Gene Regulation Ontology [18] , and therefore occurrences of these entities should be taken into account when recognising TF mentions.
Among a large variety of approaches to entity tagging in biomedical text, conditional random fields (CRFs) have been shown as useful for modelling dependences between constituents (e.g. in protein mention detection [19, 20] ). In this paper, we also investigate a CRF model for the identification of TF mentions. However, unlike CRF methods that generally treat a sentence as a word sequence, our model is based on shallow-parsed phrases, with biological entities nested within them used as phrase properties. Thus, the model not only considers linguistic information (from shallow parsing), but also makes use of semantic types assigned to tokens. Furthermore, we integrate local features of individual phrases (e.g. linguistic and biological properties) with context features describing the relations between phrases in a given sentence (e.g. linguistic and semantic properties of the neighbour phrases around the candidate token).
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a brief analysis of TF contexts available in some relevant databases. The methods designed for phase-based CRF tagging are described in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present the results and error analysis, respectively, while Section 6 compares the current method to related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and gives an outline of topics for future work.
A brief analysis of TF contexts
We have analysed a sub-collection of TF evidence sentences available in the TRANSFAC [2, 3] and FlyTF [4] databases. TRANSFAC curates experimental results from published literature on TFs and regulatory sequences from a variety of eukaryotic organisms, while FlyTF is focused on Drosophila transcription factors. Both resources provide evidence sentences that justify the transcription regulation role of a given protein (in a given context). Compared to FlyTF evidence sentences that are (in most cases) directly extracted from literature, more than a third of TRANSFAC sentences are short descriptions or fragments, sometimes not containing the TF in question (e.g. ''may modulate the expression of the angiotensinogen gene"). Consequently, the average length of the TRANSFAC sentences is smaller than those in the FlyTF database (see Table 1 ).
Neither of the resources has the mentions of TFs annotated manually in the evidence sentences, but provides protein identifiers to them. Using a set of synonyms and a simple look-up method, we have reconstructed TF mentions in most of these sentences (note that not all evidence sentences contained direct mentions of investigated/referred TFs -see the TRANSFAC example above). It is estimated that in $93% of cases the reconstructed TF mentions were correct. We have also recognised other (non-TF curated) mentions of protein/gene names (PGNs) and considered them as occurrences of either target genes (TGs) or other proteins involved in the transcription regulation (not targeted in this work). The PGN mentions have been detected by combining the results from AB-NER [21] and LingPipe [22] , with an estimated F-score of 78.6% with a precision of 82.3% [10] . Overall, a total of 5384 protein/gene mentions have been recognised in the given sentences, with only 1 in 4 (25.47%) corresponding to TF mentions.
The complexity of TF interactions with a variety of entities involved is reflected in complex linguistic expressions used to convey TF information. For example:
(a) as indicated above, there are several types of entities appearing in the evidence sentences, belonging to either curated TFs, or interacting entities which physically cooperate in gene regulation, or target genes that transcription factors regulate. (b) in general, an evidence sentence contains a mention of a transcription factor, whose role is expressed using certain patterns and terms (including nominalisations and verbal phrases) that describe interactions of TFs with other biological entities (see Table 2 for examples). In most cases, a window of 2-3 phrases was considered sufficient for the identification of the TF role.
We have also analysed the main terms and key clue words appearing in TF contexts, and manually compiled a TF context lexicon. The lexicon includes 13 noun subtypes (representing positive and negative interactions, binding events, dimerization, regulation, phosphorylation, biological regions or domains, biological families or groups, etc.) and nine verb subtypes (referring to different regulation events). The terms in the TF context lexicon are considered as important clues for the identification of TF entities, and have been used to indicate the presence of TF-specific semantic features around candidate protein mentions. We note that while some terms, such as dimerization and phosphorylation, describe general biological processes that may not be TF-specific, it is nonetheless the case that these terms appear frequently in TF-related contexts. Table 3 illustrates the classes, while the entire lexicon is available in the Supplementary material (see http://gnode1.mib.man.ac.uk/ TF/). The aim of our work described below is to use various domainspecific resources and a set of (noisy) training data from TRANSFAC and FlyTF databases to automatically learn patterns (semantically similar to those in Table 2 ) that can be used to identify TF mentions in text.
Methods
Our objective is to develop a system that automatically identifies and tags potential TF mentions in text and extracts relevant evidence sentences to support the annotation of putative transcription factors. We do not aim to tag TFs with molecular functions, but rather to identify proteins that are acting on a target gene in the given context and are therefore likely to be TFs. We approach the problem through two major stages. In the first stage, we use a machine-learning framework to identify TF-related sentences/contexts [10] . In the second stage, potential TFs are tagged in the sentences identified. The tagging approach is based on a Conditional Random Field (CRF) model, which uses shallow-parsed phrases to combine syntactic and semantic features to support identification of TF roles. In this section, we discuss the CRF model and the information that describes the dependencies between different entities involved in the regulation process. We briefly overview the TF sentence identification task first.
Identification of TF sentences
In our previous work [10] , we have developed a text-classification system designed to automatically recognise sentences related to TFs. A learning model is based on a set of features (namely protein and gene names, interaction words, other biological terms) that are deemed relevant for the task. The features have been engineered from background knowledge present in existing biological resources (MeSH  2 and GO   3   ) , and indicate presence of protein/gene names and TF-related MeSH or GO terms in a given sentence (more details about the feature types can be found in [10] ). Weak and noisy training datasets have been collected from relevant descriptions of TF-related concepts in MeSH and GO. Three machine learning methods have been investigated, along with a vote-based integration of individual approaches and/or different training datasets.
The system achieved highly encouraging results, with most classifiers achieving an F-measure above 90%. The experimental results have shown that the proposed model can be used for identification of TF-related sentences with high accuracy, with a significantly reduced set of features when compared to traditional bag-of-words approach.
Phrase-based Conditional Random Fields
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [23] are particularly useful for sequence segmentation labelling tasks, such as Named Entity Recognition (NER) [24] , Part-of-speech (POS) tagging [23] and shallow parsing [25] . Given an input token sequence X ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n g, CRFs provide conditional probability of a possible tag sequence Y ¼ fy 1 ; y 2 ; . . . ; y n g, where the conditional probability distribution is defined as PðyjxÞ ¼ 1 ZðxÞ e WFðy;xÞ Here, Fðy; xÞ ¼ P i f ðy; x; iÞ is a global feature vector for input token sequence x, y is a tag assigned to the token x, Z ¼ P y 0 e WFðy 0 ;xÞ is a global normalisation factor, W are learned weights associated with the features, and f is the set of global feature functions. Standard CRF models produce features from the training data and learn a model from it (assigning weights to the features).
In our phrase-based CRF model, each TF context sentence is converted into a sequence of shallow-parsed phrase segments generated by GeniaTagger [26] . Each phrase is treated as a token subsequence, which is labelled with a relevant tag. Furthermore, each phrase is ''normalised" using phrase-level morphological and derivational transformation and lemmatization (as provided by GeniaTagger), as well as semantic information. More precisely, in order to generate features, we pre-process TF context sentences to:
-identify PGN mentions, since these should point to potential TF/ TG occurrences. PGN mentions are identified by combining outputs from ABNER [21] and LingPipe [22] . In cases where PGN mentions refer to multiple entities (e.g. ''da and AS C proteins"), these are replaced with a single multi-entity in order to ensure that it will be assigned to one phrase during shallow parsing (these will be reconstructed when generating the final corresponding CRF phrase sequence data file). -identify and characterise phrase chunks. We focus on three types of phrases: noun phrases (NP), verb phrases (VP) and preposition phrases (PP). Each phrase is ''normalised" using phrase- level morphological and derivational transformation and lemmatisation. Less ''important" words such as auxiliaries, modals and adverbs are omitted from VPs (e.g. ''may also directly interact with" is transformed into ''interact with"). Further, in addition to linguistic properties extracted from shallow parsing (i.e. phrase type and normalised form), we also attempt to assign semantic biological properties to the phrases based on terms or clue words that appear within them. We use two biological sources here: a) biological terms and associated types from the Genia ontology [27] , as provided by LingPipe, and b) task-specific keywords and classes provided by the TF context lexicon that we have compiled (see Table 3 above). In both cases, phrase properties include keywords contained in a phrase and their type (if there are multiple keywords appearing in a phrase, its properties are based on the right-most biological term/keyword, as this is typically the terminological head).
After pre-processing, the following phrase properties are used in CRF data file tables for each phrase token in each TF sentence: Table 4 gives an example of a sentence and the corresponding phrase tokens and their property information.
Word-based Conditional Random Fields
The main reason to use phrase-based approach is that biological entities usually appear within multi-word units. Therefore, we hypothesise that the phrase-based model makes the sentence structure more concise and better captures the dependencies between entities. Still, for comparison, we have also designed a word-based CRF model using the same or comparable linguistic and semantic features. Since we are looking for a specific role that proteins may play in a given context, the only potentially multiword feature that we have used is a protein/gene name (PGN). Therefore, similarly to the phrase-based model, each PGN mention is replaced with a single PGN unit beforehand in the CRF data file. In the word-based CRF data file, the properties for each word are as follows: Table 5 shows the word token information in the word-based CRF model for the same sentence as in Table 4 . Using the CRF feature template described below, a set of word-based features were extracted from the CRF data file, and were learned with the wordbased CRF model.
CRF feature templates
In this subsection we discuss the features designed for the method, and illustrate how these represent the content and context information of TF candidate extractions. In a CRF template file that specifies features used in training and testing, each line represents one template described with a macro %x[row,col], where row is the relative position from the current tagging focus, and col is the absolute position of the column in the input CRF data file. We have constructed different types of features by making use of phrase properties of an investigated candidate and its contiguous phrase substrings. Overall, 47 templates have been created - Table 6 gives examples to illustrate a variety of features based on the CRF data file example shown in Table 4 . The feature set associated with a particular TF candidate consists of local features describing the focus candidate's own properties (e.g. linguistic properties of the phrase and biological properties underlying the phrase), and context features that capture relevant linguistic and semantic properties of the neighbour phrases (we have experimented with various context window sizes, ranging from 1 to 3 phrases left and right).
As illustrated by Table 6 , context features, which combine the properties of a current candidate extraction and its previous or following tokens, could capture information expressed using the context patterns described in Table 2 . For example, the (text) expanded feature STE12/that/repress/the STE2 gene exemplifies an interaction relationship between the current TF entity (STE12) and potential target gene (the STE2 gene). Similar examples also include complex/with/STE12 and O/O/repress/gene.
Experiments and results
For the purpose of evaluation, we used around 5700 plain evidence sentences (no other data assigned to them) appearing in the TRANSFAC and FlyTF databases, and aimed at tagging TF mentions in them. Note that we have not used sentences that are not likely to contain TFs, as these would have been filtered in the initial step of our approach [10] .
The CRF model has been built using CRF++ [28] . We have used a standard 5-fold cross validation technique in which, for each iteration, we train on 80% and test on 20% of the rest data. The performance of the task is measured in terms of precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F):
where TP (true positives) is the number of correctly tagged TF entities (as indicated by the ''reconstructed" evidence sentences from TRANSFAC and FlyTF), FN (false negatives) is the number of TF entities not tagged by the system, and FP (false positives) is the number of TF entities that are incorrectly tagged. All results are averaged across five iterations.
The overall results (see Tables 7-9) show that we have achieved precision of 62.5% and recall of 43.8% when the full model was used, giving an F-measure of 51.5% for the TF role tagging task. In order to evaluate the CRF tagger, we have compared it to both a baseline classifier (which performs random TF tagging of protein occurrences) and the word-based CRF tagger (Section 4.1). We also discuss the impact of various feature types on performance (Section 4.2).
Comparison to the baseline classifier
We used a random classifier to compare the performance of the suggested CRF method. Since TFs are proteins that play a special role in gene regulation, we assume that each recognised protein/ gene name (PGN) has potential to be a TF, and is counted as a positive match for the baseline tagger. The performance of the random classifier is therefore as follows:
The performance comparisons between the CRF classifiers and the baseline classifier are given in Table 7 . The phrase-based CRFs classifier achieved almost 2.5 times better precision (62.57% compared to 25.47%), with overall improvement of almost 1/3 in Fmeasure. The precision of the word-based CRF method was twice better than the random classifier. As expected, the random classifier had significantly better recall (note that it is still not 100%, given the ''imperfect" performance of the protein name identification tools we have used). Overall, the results suggest that the CRF classifiers benefit by using additional information represented in our models.
As expected, the phrase-based CRF model performed better than the word-based model (with an increase of 5.7 points on precision and 4.8 points on recall), indicating that phrases are more suitable for capturing the information required for role tagging.
Impact of feature types
We have also evaluated the effects of individual phrase properties with that of the full phrase-based CRF model with all features. Obviously, as we are looking for a specific role of proteins, the only feature that we have used in all experiments is whether a phrase contains protein/gene name(s) (PGN). The complete comparison tables are available in the Supplementary material. 
Linguistic features
The linguistic information used in the model comprises phrase normalised names (PN) and phrase types (PT). When only these features are used, the system achieved the best precision, but the recall was significantly lower than when task and domain-specific properties were incorporated (see Table 8 ). Phrase types appeared to have no significant positive influence when added to other features -however, recall that bio-term type reflects similar properties, which makes the phrase type properties partially redundant in this case. When phrase normalised names are left out, the precision is degraded by around 2.8%, while there is no significant influence on recall.
Domain-specific features
Domain and task-specific features generally improve the performance of the TF tagger. However, when only general domain features are used (B+BT+PGN), the F-measure drops to 0.4760, while with task-specific features (TFC+TFCT+PGN) only, it is even lower (0.4282). The combination of domain features only gives an F-measure of 0.50.
Context features
The model attempts to learn the context between the current focus (TF) phrase and its surrounding phrases as indicated by expression templates. The results presented in Table  9 show that the model based on two-phrase windows achieves the highest overall F-measure, with the one-phrase window model having comparable performance. On the other hand, the model with 3 phrases left and right deteriorates the performance.
Discussions and error analysis
As indicated above, when only linguistic features are used, precision was high with considerably lower recall, indicating that there exist important domain-specific lexical and syntactic discriminative features that need to be used to identify TF roles. Generally speaking, specific biological terms and TF context terms often lead to improving both precision and recall, while term class information was generally beneficial for recall, since specific term names contributed to more distinguishing features, while term classes resulted in more generic (i.e. normalised) features. For example, the context feature ''O/O/NI_V/BIOFAMILY_N" that captures the TF lexicon type information is more generic (normalised) than a specific term feature ''O/O/repress/gene" (see Table 6 , last two rows), and thus has more abstraction potential that was beneficial for improving recall.
Comparing the different tagging approaches, it is obvious thatcompared to the baseline model -the CRF classifiers improve precision significantly by taking into account linguistic and biological features, both locally and contextually. Similarly to using more generic features as discussed above, it appears that the phrasebased model is more robust in capturing the characteristics of the TF-related contexts compared to the word-based model, which resulted in improved precision and recall.
After analysing a random sample containing 200 context sentences of false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) cases in the tagged results, we have identified four major error categories:
(a) Long-distance dependences: our CRF model focuses on local contexts between the investigated candidate and its adjacent neighbouring phrases. Obviously, longer dependences cannot be captured (e.g. in sentence ''asense differs from the other AS C members in its expression pattern, mutant phenotype and some DNA binding properties.", the distance between the investigated TF ''asense" and its related discriminative feature information ''DNA binding properties" is more than 3 phrases away). This has resulted in numerous FN (estimated 30% of all errors).
(b) Weak context evidence: some TF sentences do not contain strong discriminative TF context information that we have used, but still provide TF evidence (e.g. adjective indirect in ''interaction with CRE-BP1 or c-Fos may be indirect" as evidence for ''CRE-BP1"). Since these have not been included in the model, it has triggered some false negative cases (estimated 15% of all errors).
(c) Feature engineering: the accuracy of biological named entity recognition can produce incorrect or missing biological features used in the model (for example, the ABNER/LingPipe integrated PGN results achieved an estimated F-measure of 78.6%), leading to noisy features (estimated 20% of all errors).
(d) Inconsistent and ''noisy" annotation in the resources: since we have performed an automated ''reconstruction" of TF mentions in evidence sentences, there are a number of errors originated from that process (estimated accuracy is $93%). Also, in some cases, multiple TF mentions have not been annotated in the resources we have used. For example, in sentence ''...heterodimers with either c-Myc or Mad exert higher DNA-binding affinity than Max homodimers", only protein ''c-Myc" is annotated as TF, whole the system has recognised Mad as well, which led to a false positive case (although it is a correct TF). We estimate that this ''error" type covers around 20% of cases.
The approach that we have followed does not use dictionary look-up, where candidate TFs are recognised using a repository of known TFs. There are two main reasons. Firstly, not all literature mentions of known TFs are related to their TF role, so additional features would be still needed to filter out the unrelated ones. Secondly, while identifying mentions of known TFs, we are also interested in extracting newly reported TFs. Therefore, the phrasebased CRF model recognises protein/gene names as potential TFs of interest, in cases when those mentions have similar behaviour properties to the sample TFs, and is thus more flexible in identifying potential unknown TF entities. Finally, the proposed CRF model is species-independent, as semantic domain features only rely on general biological term properties and TF-specific domain properties. Of course, an extra feature indicating that a given protein is a known TF could further improve precision.
Comparison to related work
There has been significant work with various text mining approaches applied to biomedical knowledge extraction, retrieval and curation support [13, [15] [16] [17] [29] [30] [31] . Many approaches are based on pre-specified pattern-or rule-based matching [17, 32] , or more complex template-or frame-based processing [33, 34] . Although such approaches achieve rather satisfactory precision, they typically suffer from low recall as in most cases patterns are hand-generated. Several techniques rely on full [35, 36] or partial parsing [37] . Much attention in recent years has been focused on machine learning models, such as support vector machines [38, 39] or Maximum Entropy models [40] . These models usually use bag-of-features that present linguistic or syntactic information of individual words, and do not consider any dependency or semantic relations between entities or features contained in text. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) are discriminatively undirected graphic models, a special case of which is a linear chain that corresponds to a condition trained finite-state machine [23] . Unlike other graphical models such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) that require stringent conditional independence assumption, one of the most attractive advantages of CRF models is their flexibility in capturing non-independent features, such as capitalisation, suffixes and surrounding words. CRF models have shown success in identification of various biomedical named entity classes (e.g., protein, DNA, RNA, cell-line, cell-type, etc.) [41] [42] [43] . Still, these models generally work at the word token level and attempt to tag sequences that belong to a certain class. However, in our TF tagging task, TF sentences contain rich but also indispensable biological information reflecting the relationships between potential transcription factors and other biomedical entities, which make proteins acting as TFs in the given context. Such information is hard to capture with flat word sequences, since most of the biomedical entity names are multi-words and appear as parts of phrases. Also, role-specific relations are typically expressed via nominal, verbal and prepositional phrases. We have therefore explored a phrase-based CRF model, which treats a sentence as a sequence of phrase tokens, and takes advantage of a number of context features that combine the properties of a candidate token and its surrounding tokens together. Moreover, we enrich the feature set by using biological knowledge to assign semantic properties to phases.
In the area of transcription regulatory networks, one of the first attempts to discover potential functional associations between TFs from literature was presented by Pan et al. [44] . Using controlled vocabularies related to GO terms and disease states, functional associations were extracted based on a set of manually selected abstracts relevant to transcription control. The work by Saric and colleagues [45] reported on the extraction of regulatory relations between entities, especially on gene expression and (de-)phosphorylation relations. Regulatory networks were constructed using a set of rules that capture linguistic structures in gene regulation. Different types of regulation relations were separately identified by incorporating biological constraints and semantic requirements. Rodríguez-Penagos et al. [46] implemented a rule-based system to generate regulatory networks in Escherichia coli. They used handcrafted dictionaries and gene name lists along with a syntactic parser to infer grammatical structures that relate two gene/protein noun phrases via a phrase containing verbs from a pre-defined list. Our approach also combines linguistic and domain-specific features on the phrase level, but uses machine-learning (CRFs) to learn discriminative properties to support identification of TF roles in proteins.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a phrase-based CRF model for the identification of transcription factor mentions, which integrates both linguistic features (e.g. phrase types) and domain properties (e.g. mentions of generic or task-specific biological keywords and types). Since many biomedical entities and events are represented via multi-word expressions, the model is built on a phrase rather than sequence structure, which makes it feasible to capture context information surrounding a current candidate by using a set of context features assigned to both the candidate entity and its neighbours. Moreover, phrase normalisation (e.g. morphological, derivational, lemmatisation) was used to provide most representative features.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is one of the first attempts to apply text-mining techniques to the task of assigning TF roles to protein mentions. The approach showed moderate results of an average overall F-measure of 51.5%, with precision of 62.5%. This is a significant improvement compared to the baseline method (F-measure of 39.7%, precision of 25.5%). The experimental results suggest that domain features positively affect both accuracy and coverage of the model. The most useful context information is generally associated with the surrounding tokens within a window size of two to the current candidate.
As this is the first attempt, there is still room for improvement on predication accuracy by augmenting phrases with more suitable properties, such as domain-specific terms describing structure features and function properties of transcription factors and adjectives/adverbs referring to interactions (e.g. direct/indirect). Also, more research is needed for the exploitation of longer distance dependences and global relations between candidate transcription factors and other entities. We plan to investigate dependency parsing that would link non-local entities. Finally, we plan to evaluate the proposed method in a real-world scenario for ORegAnno [7] curation, where the overall 3-step process will be used against a set of abstracts (and potentially full text documents) to (a) filter out relevant documents [9] , (b) identify potential TFs and TGs (including mapping them to referential databases), and (c) present support sentences to curators. The results will be than compared with the real curation queue (created manually as part of the curation process) for a given period of time.
